THE '90's & '00's QUIZ

ROUND THREE: General Knowledge

Q1. The Elizabeth Duke jewellery range from Argos is named after a Director's wife. True or false?

Q2. In 2001, Sven Goran Eriksson was appointed Manager of England's National Football Team. Which Manager did he take over from?

Q3. Who did Bill Clinton deny having sexual relations with in 1998?

Q4. Which Nokia mobile phone, first released in 1999, sold over 160 million units and is said to be one of the most popular phones in history.

Q5. At the 2004 Olympic Games held in Athens, Greece, how many medals in total did Great Britain win? A) 20, B) 30, or C) 40

Q6. Who was the winner of the first Big Brother series in the U.K in 2000?

Q7. What fashion designer, first name Gianni, was murdered near his home in Miami Beach in 1997?

Q8. Furbies were the must-have Christmas toy of what year?

Q9. Who became Prime Minister of the United Kingdom in 1997?

Q10. The first iPod Mini was released in the U.K in 2001. How many colours was it available in?